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our members
Foreword

Chairman’s Message
Dear members,
This year has already been very busy for everyone across the world and
Europe.

To all IAMI Europe members.

The Eastern European crime groups have been very active but investigators
across Europe have been having some good success due to the assistance
and contact within our organisation IAMI.

First I would like to thank Simon Lofting and his steering
committee for all their hard work to get IAMI Europe to
grow, arrange conferences and now even a newsletter.
Well done gentlemen. Way to go.

Intelligence is growing for the 2012 Olympics that will be held in London
and I’m sure this will be a big topic for discussion in Croatia.

Last autumn we had a very nice conference at beautiful
Mallorca. We were a lot of IAMI members gathered all
together and also some of our spouses. I must say that
IAMI Europe has become more like a big family since
many of us work close together for a number of years.
It also feels good to know that you have good colleagues
and friends all over Europe and that we all, law enforcement
and non law enforcement members, work together
against the same target. All these personal contacts are
very important and something we must take care of.
I think, and hope that these contacts we have build up
together during all these years are very unique.

So here you have it the first copy of “Your” Review magazine, as we
progress we will have more and more stories, hints and tips.
This magazines success however depends on you. You need to feed me
comments at iamimarineeu@aol.com and in turn I can feed the editor.
Our members list is ever growing and membership prices are frozen, we
need you to encourage more to come to the conference and more to
become members, in fact get them to the conference and they can receive a
free years membership as an incentive.
We are pushing the boundaries and I’m very pleased to announce we have
our first member ever from Turkey, this allows us to now close that very
busy corridor of crime.
As international director I attended the USA conference this year in
Tennessee, a fantastic conference was had by all and I am happy to say
some of the Americans are already planning for Croatia.

I know how hard it is to create a newsletter. You need
assistance from all members. So I ask you all to write
something about your day to day work, something
interesting, some new methods the bad guys has invented
things you would like to share with your fellow IAMI
members. It doesn’t need to be much. Please give Simon
and his steering committee all the support you can give in
this matter.

Your steer committee is already thinking ahead, we welcome any
suggestions for the 2012 conference; two suggestions already are Turkey
and Southern Ireland.
The Steer committee have been working very hard to keep IAMI Europe
running smoothly; in addition we have produced a fantastic conference
based on your requests from the 2010 conference feedback forms.
So it’s packed full of practical for all to benefit from, the cost is as low as
last year despite the location being more expensive, and again we have
managed to cater for your every need and managed to keep it all as a
package so you won’t have to put your hand in your pocket for anything
else. This year we have pulled out all of the stops and kept the price as
low as possible in line with that of last year.

In March (21st - 23rd 2011) IAMI held their 21st annual
training seminar in Chattanooga, USA. There were 6
members from Sweden, 3 members from Denmark, 1
member from Italy and 1 member from UK attending.
There has never been so many Europeans at a US seminar
prior to this one which is good news. We experienced
many great days and good training.

This year the conference is in no doubt in an area of much higher quality,
we did not think we could beat last year but I think we might just have
done so!
We have tried to cover everything in the costs this year, we have a fixed
price on transfer costs which we could not offer last year, our tutors and
speakers are of the highest quality and experience in each of their fields of
work and expertise.
I am very proud to include a spectacular practical program this year
involving a major local marina, the harbour master, the head of search and
Rescue including the fire service, we have pulled out all of the stops for this
one and have had to work hard with the Ministry of Croatia, Chief of police
and the environment teams to allow and prepare this practical scenario,
I will leave the surprise to the day!
The Country, area and hotel all boast and are brimming with the finest
quality you will find anywhere in Croatia in a country that dates back to the
7th Century.
Everything has been carefully built to fit in with your specific requests and
needs as a direct result the feedback forms you completed for us at the end
of the 2010 conference.
The value will be obvious when you attend, everything catered for even
down to the sea views from each and every room whether you chose 4 or
5 star accommodation, both of these luxurious accommodation hotels are
within the same complex and share the same reception and conference
rooms so everyone will be together.
Why not extend your stay, we can extend the same hotel price for the
duration of your stay on a half board basis, this will give you time to explore
this wonderful country, visit the walls or visit the old city, there is so much to
see, taste and smell here.
I look forward to you joining me in October, book
early to avoid disappointment, places are limited.
Take advantage of a £50 discount for booking and
paying early.
Regards,
Simon Lofting - IAMI Europe Chairman.

This autumn we will meet in Dubrovnik in October where
IAMI Europe will have its 14th annual training seminar. The
dates are 18th - 20th October, 2011.
So until then, take care and my
best wishes to all of you.
See you in Dubrovnik
Martin Aberg
President

If you would like to advertise in our next edition of the
IAMI Review, please email us on: iamimarineeu@aol.com

www.iamimarine.org

Thanks for you continued support
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Who’s Who
IAMI Europe Steering Committee

Postcards from Majorca’s
IAMI Conference

Simon Lofting
IAMI European Chairman

Tommy Hansen
Danish (Based in Denmark)

• British (Based in UK).
• Law enforcement.
• IAMI member for 11 years, spend 3 years as
steering board member & 2 years as Chairman
& International Director for IAMI INC.
• IAMI Instructor.
• Marine Engineer for 7 years.
• Police officer for 14 years spending the last
11 years in Marine investigation for the
Marine Police.
• Specialises in vessel identification & Law
enforcement.
• Certified Marine Investigator.
• Commercial Diver HSE, Powerboat & PWC
instructor, Advanced power boat, Coastal
Skipper.
• Wildlife officer & Field intelligence Maritime.
• UK Representative for Europol for the
Outboard engine project.

Peter Schirmer
German (Based in Croatia)

• IAMI Europe Steering committee.
• Consultant with The Danish Insurance
Association since 2008.
• Search for and repatriation of; stolen vehicles
and boats to the member companies.
• Investigation of fraud cases – vehicle, boat,
personal injury, jewellery etc.
• Languages: English, German, French, Russian,
Danish, Swedish, Arabic.
• Previous experience: Intelligence officer Balkans,
Russia, Middle East, Africa and Afghanistan.
• SGM Royal Danish Army.
• Member IAMI, IAATI, IASIU, IMI.
• Awards: Presidential Unit Citation Award
(same as Seal Team Six), Service Medal
Balkans, Service Medal Afghanistan.

• IAMI Europe Steering Committee.
• Peter has worked for more than 10 years as
a surveyor in the yacht industry by Rebulla
Surveyors covering damage assessment,
valuation and condition inspections for
various insurance companies. Peter one of
our hosts for the 2011 conference live in
Rovinj Croatia and works in the Croatian
Adriatic coast and also in the other regions
of the Mediterranean.
• Peter speaks German, Croatian and English.
• Peter came to IAMI in 2005.
• “I especially appreciate the cooperation and
friendly contacts across national borders and
organizations.
• IAMI gives me new ideas for my “hobby”
- “hunting stolen boats” and the
understanding of relationships.”

Mikael Borberg
Swedish (Based in Sweden)

Jayson Sibley
IAMI Europe Vice Chairman
• British (Based in Mallorca).
• Jayson Sibley was established in Mallorca
during 1998. He is a Marine Loss Adjuster
and Qualified Yacht Surveyor providing a wide
range of services to the Yacht Market.
• Accredited Surveyor & Full Member of the
Yacht Designers & Surveyors Association
(YDSA).
• Master’s Degree in Yacht Claims, and the
Cardiff University Bond Solon Expert
Witness Certificate. He has also taken the
Lloyds Maritime Academy Postgraduate
Diploma in Maritime Law.
• RYA / Dot Yachtmaster Ocean C-Diploma in
Yacht and Small Craft Surveying with
Meritommercial Certificate.
• Marine Loss Adjusters and Qualified Yacht
Surveyors providing a wide range of services
to the Yacht Market.
• JSA are recognised throughout the UK Yacht
Insurance Market and predominantly travel
throughout Spain, the Balearic Islands and
the Canary Islands. We are pleased to accept
instructions to destinations throughout
Europe.

www.iamimarine.org

• IAMI Europe Steering Committee.
• Manager Team Yacht & Marine Surveyor at LK
Marconova AB, Sweden.
• Worked with insurance since 1990.
• Solid background as claims adjuster from
several insurance companies in Sweden such
as Wasa, Atlantica, Alandia, Länsförsäkringar
and Nacora International Insurance Brokers
where he has worked with yacht’s, cargo’s
and carrier’s liability claims.
• Experience from yacht’s and cargo’s surveys
• Coastal Yachtmaster Diploma, Diploma for
High-speed boats.
• Lloyds CCSP1 Examination.

Christina Haid
IAMI Europe Admin assistant
and Accountant.
• Christina is the organised person within IAMI
Europe that keeps everything afloat. Christina
has worked at Rebulla Surveyors since year
2000 and agreed to assist with the Europe
admin during the Austrian conference. Christina
is in full control of our members and admin
issues, including arranging the conferences,
renewing members and arranging payments.
Without Christina we would Sink!

Martin Aberg
IAMI President.
Atlantica Sweden.
• Insurance investigator at Atlantica Boat
Insurance and Moderna Forsakringar,
Stockholm, Sweden since 2009.
• Prior to my current position, 20 years at
Larmtjanst, Swedish Insurance Investigation
Unit which specialised in combating
marine crime.
• Prior to this role, 11 years as a Police Officer.

IAMI Training
instructors: KLPD
Crime Group
At the 2010 IAMI Conference in Mallorca the
following members and police officers of the
KLPD Crime Group in the Netherlands were
recognised by Chairman Simon Lofting for their
contribution over the years in relation to IAMI
training.
Those officers Ron Kramer, Olav Zwart,
Ronald Van Leeuwen are now offical IAMI
Training instructors and were presented with
their official instructor cards.

Majorca was a fantastic success.
IAMI Europe took on our first ever official sponsor Datatag.
The conference was rammed with topics including a fantastic input from IAAI (International Association
of Arson investigators) on fire investigation and a case study on the Cutty Sark fire, container terrorism by
Charlie Meecham, Ebay investigations & Internet search tools, H.I.N 101 and much much more.
IAMI Europe presented 3 officers from the KLPD with recognition cards as Official IAMI Instructors.
To finish off the conference we spent a night at the Son Amar a night that i think i need to say no more
about, I did not hear one single complaint!!
We had wonderful feedback to allow us to build this years conference in Croatia. Id like to thank
everyone who attended but a big thank you from those who travelled thousands of miles from the USA,
Australia & South Africa.
This year is bigger and better. Feedback forms provided by the Steering committee and filled in by
delegates have been used to build this years conference. Don’t miss out this year as its going to be bigger
than ever. Regards and looking forward to seeing you all in Croatia 2011.
Simon Lofting - IAMI Europe Chairman.
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Official Sponsors

14th Annual Conference

Conference

IAMI EUROPE

Sponsorship

Dubrovnik, Croatia 19-20th October 2011
The 14th IAMI European conference will be held in Dubrovnik, Croatia,
from 19th to 20th October, 2011 at the Importanne Resort. Dubrovnik
is situated on the Adriatic Sea at the terminal end of the Isthmus of
Dubrovnik. It is one of the most prominent tourist destinations on the
Adriatic, a seaport and the center of Dubrovnik- Neretva county.
Dubrovnik
The prosperity of the city of Dubrovnik has always been based on maritime trade. In the Middle Ages,
as the Republic of Ragusa, also known as Maritime Republic (together with Amalfi, Pisa, Genoa, Venice
and other cities), it became the only eastern Adriatic city-state to rival Venice.
Dubrovnik has an international airport of its own. It is located approximately 20 km (12 mi) from
Dubrovnik city centre, near Cilipi.
The Importanne Resort is situated on the Lapad Peninsula in the village of Babin Kuk. It is only 4 km
(2,5 mi) from the city of Dubrovnik (Old Town) and Dubrovnik Airport is only 20 km (12 mi) away.
At your disposal are two restaurants and the Beach & Lounge Bar located along the beach, the beauty
centre, table tennis, a seafront promenade, a virtual golf simulator, daily program of evening entertainment,
excursions and bicycle rental. The internet (wifi) is free to use, together with the fitness room and
sauna, the sun beds and parasols.

The Conference
Conference prices are as follows:
• 300 Euros per members (250 Euros by registration before 30th June)
• 350 Euros per non-members (300 Euros by registration before 30th June)
• 80 Euros guests (excluding organized tours)
The guest program will be offered directly on site, with the Elite travel agency, and the costs depend on
the number of interested guests.
Full meals covered when taken with the hotel package as below.
• Arrival 18th October 2011 – welcome drink – dinner
• Full board 19-20th October 2011
• Coffee&Tea breaks 19-20th October 2011
• Gala dinner including drinks 20th October 2011
• Vending open bar 18-19th October 2011
Transfer from/to the airport available for 25,00 Euros per pax (return).

Accommodation
The Importanne Resort has two “Hotels” – The Ariston, which is rated five stars, and the Neptun,
which is rated four. The difference in the room standard is marginal, with the five star being slightly
bigger and incorporating a bath tub, whereas the four star only have a shower.
The room prices stated for the conference will also apply, should you choose to extend your stay, either
before or after the conference.”
Hotel prices are as follows:
4 star Neptun Hotel:
• 100,00 Euros double room per room per night
• 75,00 Euros single room per room per night
5 star Ariston Hotel:
• 130,00 Euros double room per room per night
• 85,00 Euros single room per room per night

www.marineprotect.se

Agenda
Tuesday 18/10
13.00 + Arrival
Registration and Welcome drink &
Networking into the evening.
19.00 Steering board meeting
Wednesday 19/10
07.30 Steering board meeting
08.00 Steering committee and Croatian
introductions and welcome to Croatia,
Guest program explained in detail
09.00 Navy presentation – Piracy and its
affects and how we can assist in the
fight against terrorism worldwide
10.30 Coffee break
11.00 Salvage
12.00 Lunch at hotel
13.00 Bus to Marina
13.30 IAAI Presentation – Full practical
interactive training investigation program
from the International Association of
Arson Investigators. Not to be missed!,
involving the marina and the fire and
rescue services of Croatia
14.30 Marina practical (HIN & Fire & Salvage)
18.30 Bus to hotel
19.30 (DRESS UNIFORM TO BE WORN
PHOTO OPPORTUNITY)
20.00 BBQ Dinner hotel & drinks Package,
Networking.
Thursday 20/10
08.00 Steering board meeting
08.30 Statement taking – Statement structure
and process system for all investigators
09.30 Internet search tools – Interactive
internet investigation, digging deeper
into the WWW to get the results you
need as an investigator and information
to assist in your investigations.
11.00 Coffee break
11.30 Interview techniques interactive Practical program including interview
planning & methods.
13.30 Lunch
14.30 Intel swap / Environmental damage –
Law enforcement only intel swap Police
ID required, please bring all intel relevant
to European Maritime crime to include
suspects, crime patterns and figures,
crime techniques and modes of crime.
15.30 Coffee break
16.00 Exhibitor input / Lightening damage
17.00 AGM – Any items for the agenda
should reach the chairman not less
than 4 weeks prior to the conference,
only members may vote. Agency
members count as one vote. Watch
website for Agenda before conference.
20.00 Gala dinner (BUSINESS ATTIRE
REQUIRED)

The International Association of Marine Investigators (IAMI), established in 1986, has its origins in the
Florida Marine Patrol. Its membership has grown to include organizations which are actively involved in
the prevention of Marine theft and accident/fire investgations: insurance companies, Boat, and engine
manufacturers, private investigators, marine surveyors, and companies that process boat data.
IAMI is a worldwide organization with branches on every continent, including the European Branch.
Total membership has reached approximately 600. IAMI has contacts in the United Nations, Europol,
Interpol, and many national governments. In Europe alone we have members in more than 20 countries.
The European Branch organizes its own Annual Seminar. The purpose of the Seminar is to keep
the participants up-to-date on the latest developments in the field of accident- and fire investigation,
international marine crime and to discuss the most effective ways of combating this type of criminal
activity. The seminars and the networking opportunities are open to policy-makers and specialists.
The next Annual Seminar will take place 19th - 20th October 2011. This is the first time that we are
organising the event in Dubrovnik, Croatia. A great number of participants from all over Europe and
USA are expected to attend.
We are now looking for local partners to help organize our next Annual Seminar. Such partners are
crucial to the success of the event. IAMI is a non-profit organization and the sponsorship agreements
with our partners help reduce the fees which we have to charge, thereby making it possible for many
more organizations to send their representatives to the Seminar. Especially law-enforcement agencies
and other governmental bodies, whose participation at events like this is important, often have very
limited budgets.
By signing up as a local partner your organization will be able to attend the Seminar, enjoy access to
the latest information about vehicle theft, meet some of the best experts in the field, and present your
products and services to the participants.
We are offering three partnership levels for added flexibility:

Gold Sponsor - 3500 Euros
Includes booth and 3 persons, own flag in conference room, logo on website and in program etc.
Silver Sponsor - 1500 Euros
Includes booth and 1 person: Price 1500 EUR.
For 500 EUR silver sponsor can add logo on website and in program.
For 500 EUR silver sponsor can add one person.

Bronze Sponsor - 500 Euros
Company logo on website and in program
Common rules for Gold and Silver sponsorships only:
• Gold sponsor will have 2 x 20 minutes of commercial presentation;
• Silver sponsors will have max. 2 x 15 minutes;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sponsors pay sponsorship – no seminar fee;
All sponsors have possibility to attend all presentations; excepting presentations labelled “Law Enforcement Only”
All sponsors pay for their own travel and hotel costs;
All sponsors get a booth/table;
All sponsors are responsible to bring walls for presentation, flags, all equipment for their stands;
All sponsors have access to electricity/internet:
All sponsors have access to reserve a private room for meetings/presentations for especially interested clients.

We hope that you will seize this opportunity to join us in organizing the next Annual Seminar of the
IAMI European Branch in Croatia, and take advantage of meeting this important group of experts.
If you have any questions you can contact: Mikael Broberg
Phone + 46 8 550 355 70 | Mobile + 46 70 433 01 90 | Email: mikael.broberg@krogius.com

Please email: romana.antunovic@importanneresort.com to receive a registration form.

www.iamimarine.org
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JetBou Festival 2011
30th September to 10th October
JUST IMAGINE WATCHING THE IBIZA SUN SET WHILST SAT ON YOUR SKI...
Ibiza is famous for its amazing sun sets, and even better I bet you only dreamed you would ever be in a hot
country watching the sun set outside the famous Cafe del Mar whilst sat on your very own Personal Watercraft...
Xtreme Action are making your dreams come true if you just say yes to taking the JETBOU experience.....
JETBOU 2011 has already exceeded previous years, with over 90
personal watercraft and over 350 jetskiers, families and friends
booked to attend this annual festival on the Mediterranean Island
of Ibiza.
The Jetski festival runs from the 30th September through to the
10th October. The festival started back in 2004 and was set up by
a handful of local businesses in the resort of Cala De Bou. The aim
of the festival Is to attract holiday makers after the main clubbing
season has finished to show them why Ibiza is truly the most
amazing place to Jetski; this then extends the season by a few
weeks. The hot weather and the clear blue aqua waters has helped
make JETBOU the festival that it is today.
The team at Xtreme Action headquarters have certainly out done
themselves this year by organizing many new activities and planned
excursions so Jetskiers who attend year after year will never get
bored. Xtreme Actions second focus is the Jetskiers family, Paul
Hughes the managing Director of Xtreme Action say’s “we don’t
want to be seen to organize a Jetski holiday just for the Jetskiers,
instead we make sure that families and friends of Jetskiers are all
well catered for with non Jetsking trips as well” JETBOU has gone
from strength to strength over the last eight years and many a
jetskier has made some great friends on the way thanks to JETBOU.

The sponsors list is growing for
2011, along with leading UK
companies such as Yamaha
Motors UK, ICOM, DSV, Jetskier
& Personal Watercraft and Line
1 distribution. Xtreme Action
would like to welcome RJP
Marine Insurance and thank
them for supporting JETBOU
2011, Chris Harper of RJ P
added “JETBOU has become
a fixture in the Jetski calendar
which is a testimony to Paul
and his team. It’s certainly
one that RJP are delighted
to be associated with. If
we can help with Jetski
Insurance, Spanish Policy Wordings or indeed Travel
Insurance - don’t forget that! - then give us a call on
01724 855510”.
If you are thinking of taking part in this years JETBOU and need
further information contact Paul Hughes on 07879461803 or email
paul@xtremeaction.co.uk

the Danube strategy
The European Union has started a process of
elaboration of a strategy for the Danube region.
This process is open for all organizations of the
concerned countries. All these countries (both
EU Member States and non-EU countries) have
actively joined the process.
During its EU Presidency in the first half of
2011, Hungary has been considering the
issue of the Danube Strategy a presidential
priority. Due to the Southeast expansion of the
European Union, the Danube basin can already
be defined as a European axe of development
that will keep evolving because of the further
accessioan countries, the strengthening of the
environmental policy, as well as the growing
importance of the
waterway transport.

The Danube Strategy is an important issue for the
concerned law enforcement organizations as well.
In Hungary, the Budapest Police Headquarters’
Danube Rive Patrol – as the police force responsible
for waterway controls – is the organization
that is competent for the increase of waterway
transport safety and security and for fighting
crime on the entire Hungarian stretch of the
Danube, including the Danube ports and the
border crossing point in the town of Mohács
(the southern border of the Schengen zone).
Recognizing the importance of coordinating
the activities of waterway law enforcement
organizations, in order to cooperate on a
European level, the Hungarian Presidency has
organized a joint operation named OPERATION
DANUBIUS.
OPERATION DANUBIUS was the entirety of
international criminal and waterway law
enforcement controls focused on the DanubeRhine-Main area, the Main canal and the
maritime end points. The participants were
police, gendarmerie, border police forces,
customs, transport authorities, immigration and
citizenship bureaus, employment inspectorates,
waste management companies, environment
protection organizations, fish guards and other
partner authorities / agencies from both EU
Member States (Hungary, Austria, Romania,
Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria,
Germany, France, the Netherlands, Belgium,

www.iamimarine.org

Portugal and the United Kingdom) and non-EU
member Danube countries (Croatia, Serbia). The
waterway law enforcement organizations of the
countries can let in any partner organization in
order to carry out their controls efficiently. This
issue was also reflected in the internal security
aspects of the Strategy on the Danube Region.
The operation has focused on the territory of
the EU member states – especially member
countries of AQUAPOL, European association
of maritime and inland navigation related lawenforcement authorities – and non-EU member
Danube countries, as well as the external
Schengen border crossing point of the EU.
The operation has been held in coordination
and at the same time with the joint AQUAPOL
control action, from 28 March 2011 at 08.00
AM until 3 April 2011 at 08.00 PM. On
behalf of Hungary, then President Country
of the European Union, the Budapest Police
Headquarters’ Danube River Patrol was in
command of the operation. The authorities have
performed their duties within their competences
and in accordance with their respective national
legislation.

The participating countries, as well as FRONTEX,
AQUAPOL, INTERPOL and EUROPOL have
covered their own costs during the operation.
From the aspect of enhancing the safety and
security of inland and maritime navigation in
Europe, the operation has been successful, since
it has been carried out as a series of complex
multi-agency controls both in participating
countries and internationally the on water crafts,
in ports, at navigational installations (e.g.:
locks, dams, ferry-crossings etc.). Therefore,
the operation has been a successful effort to
establish and to enhance cooperation among
waterway law enforcement organizations of
both Schengen and non-Schengen countries.
Besides the AQUAPOL staff exchange program,
we must also mention the traditional HungarianSlovakian joint patrols and the cooperation
between Romanian and Bulgarian authorities on
the common stretch of the
Danube of these countries.

During the operation, special attention has
been paid to the water traffic at the external
Schengen border crossing point of the EU in
order to detect wanted persons, illegal migrants,
stolen water craft, forged documents and
counterfeit goods. Responsible participants were
the police, border police, customs, FRONTEX
and AQUAPOL, paying special attention to
enhancing opportunities for cross border
cooperation.
Since the operation has been carried out
at the same time with the AQUAPOL joint
control action, the AQUAPOL staff exchange
program was an important part of it. Within the
framework of this program, the Netherlands
hosted one officer of the Budapest Police
Headquarters’ Danube River Patrol and one
official of the Romanian Naval Authority, France
sent one officer to Romania and received one
official from Slovakia, while two officers from
the Netherlands have been to Slovakia and one
to Germany.

Furthermore: concerning cooperation with
international law enforcement organizations,
FRONTEX has created a temporary focal point in
Mohács, in order to protect the external border
of the Schengen zone. Two FRONTEX officers
have been on duty here. Two representatives of
INTERPOL have also been to Hungary in order
to accelerate the flow and exchange of criminal
information and to increase its effectiveness.
The intention of the participants was to carry
out the action in a complex way, in order to
create a tradition on which practices, trainings,
technical development and exchange programs
can be based later on. For the future, we
consider reasonable to continue this practice
and propose doing so, reserving an important
role for the international law enforcement
organizations (FRONTEX, INTERPOL, AQUAPOL).
Although the Danube Strategy is still taking
shape, it can already serve as an example
of international cooperation since Hungary
has been working together with the other
concerned countries in order to achieve success
- and will continue to do so.
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the technical report
Datatag It or Lose It!
The Number 1 Theft Detterent for your Marine Craft
Since it’s introduction in 1992, Datatag
has assisted in dramatically reducing
the amount of stolen property including
Motorcycles and Personal Watercraft or
“Jet Ski’s” etc. In fact Datatag has a 100%
successful prosecution rate because the
UK Crown Prosecution Service or CPS has
never lost a case when Datatag has been
used as evidence in a court of law.

An independent survey and summary
conducted by the Motorcycle Industry
Association (MCIA) declared that if you
have not fitted Datatag, your bike is over
twice as likely to be stolen. (Based on the
survey “The effectiveness of After market
security marking systems”).
Datatag is supported and recommended by
many Insurers, authorities, organizations,
including the Musicians Union, and
governing bodies including the Personal
Watercraft Partnership (PWP), Auto Cycle
Union (ACU), Royal Yachting Association
(RYA), British Schoolboy Motorcross
Association (BSMA), British Marine Industry
Federation (BMIF), and the governing body
for F1 Powerboats, the UIM.
As well as successfully deterring theft,
Datatag has made a huge investment
developing a unique secure database and

are only one of a few companies to be
accredited to the highest of standards
in database security, including extensive
disaster recovery protocols which is now
preferred by Police forces especially in
the UK. Datatag is a
“Secured by Design”
company which has been
accredited by ACPO CPI
Ltd (Association of Chief
Police Officers) backed by
the Home Office.
We are also an ISO90012000 accredited
organisation providing a
service to the Police and
our customers 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, 365
days a year.
www.datatag.co.uk

A combination of a
Tracker and IAMI
of German and Polish police. However the next
problem was the “track” signal disappeared in
Germany. The GPRS was not transmitted by the
German phone company.
A Maxum 2100 on trailer was stolen south
of Copenhagen.

But “Wasserschutz Konstanz” had information
that the GSM signal was heading for Poland.

There was a tracker on board, but the owner
forgot to set it after moving it. When he came
to the marina the next day the boat was gone.

Insurance company, owner and IAMI started a
phone and email chain.
Day 1 - Wednesday - no action recorded!

Back at his home later, the owner could see the
tracker had left a “track” across Seeland in the
direction of the ferry to Germany and the boat
was on the ferry at 05.49 in the morning.
A security officer found the boat which had
been taken on board by a Polish registered
4WD.
A search warrant was sent out for the attention
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Day 2 - Thursday - again nothing happened but
everyone was on alert.

Danish Police Communication Center claimed,
that they had no contact with Poland until
Monday.
IAMI and Wasserschutz Konstanz received an
alarm from the 24 hour phone.
Day 4 - Saturday at 1.00am connection was
made to Poland via German border police
between Pasewalk and Stettin. A major mail
correspondence between IAMI, insurance
company and owner (sending position) - border
police and later Polish local police started.
After satisfying the Polish police they seized the
boat at 4.00am.

Day 3 - Friday - nothing during the daytime BUT - at 11.00pm the owner called and activity
had started.

The boat is now back in DK - after IAMI had
gone through the necessary formalities.

The tracker had sent a position from Goleniow
(north of Stettin) in Poland.

The moral of all this is: You can do nothing
without the IAMI network.

Failure of Seacocks and Associated Components
Time was when most boat builders fitted good quality
skin fittings and valves below the waterline. These were
made of varying types of bronze because the process of
dezincification, which affects cheaper brass fittings, was
well understood. Dezincification was first identified as the
cause of failure of condenser tubes on naval vessels in
the 1920s. It is a form of corrosion in salt water (or fresh
water containing other impurities), confined to brass,
where the zinc is leached from the metal, and copper
shell which remains is porous and fragile. Where I come
from this is known as the metal becoming “carroty” due
to its colour.
This situation was not perfect but those builders using
brass fittings were generally found out and improved
their specifications. Then along came the Recreational
Craft Directive which applied regulation to boatbuilding
and everything changed. But maybe not for the better.
The RCD embodies numerous compulsory ISO standards
to which boats must conform and the standard relating
to metallic seacocks and through-hull fittings is IS0 90931 which states:

virtually identical in appearance it is not surprising that
confusion occurs. It is also the case that where these items
are packaged there is a tendency to clearly mark DZR and
bronze items, but not to mark brass at all, with potentially
disastrous consequences. I recently bought two tailpipes
as would be used on a typical heads discharge assembly
in a well known large Chandlery. These were shrink
wrapped onto backing cards and the bronze one was
described, but the brass one was not marked at all. Both
were absolutely identical in appearance and presentation
apart from one little word. The picture below shows an
ordinary brass example of this component found during
the survey of a ten year old boat. It is so badly dezincified
that the wall simply crumbled under a light tap. As this
was on a cockpit drain always left open it was only a
matter of time before the boat sunk.

present, and with the proliferation of shore power supply
plus extensive onboard electrical systems this is common,
then the rate of dezincification is rapidly accelerated.
That is exactly what nearly sunk the “Random Harvest”
described in the MAIB report referred to above, and has
also affected the brass ballvalve pictured below, the wall
of the valve is badly dezincified and has just sheared off.

“The materials used shall be corrosion-resistant”
It then goes on to define corrosion-resistant as:
“a material used for a fitting which, within a service time
of five years, does not display any defect that will impair
tightness, strength or function.”
Five years? Is that really acceptable for crucial fittings
below the waterline?
Were I buying a new or second-hand yacht built in
conformity with the RCD I would not be comfortable with
the underwater valves and fittings only being required
to have a service time of five years. This is all the more
unacceptable when we have materials proven to have a
life far in excess of 5 years. In 1980 a BS specification
was issued for a new type of brass, designated CZ132,
which was resistant to dezincification. This is now known
as DZR (dezincification resistant) brass and has the EN
designation of CW602N. This material is well proven
and the equal of bronze in a saltwater environment. It
has also been accepted by classification societies for
through-hull underwater fittings and is now in common
use. Unfortunately the other similarity it has with bronze
is price.
So what has actually happened? Well, some production
builders may be using ordinary brass fittings below
the waterline because in the absence of any special
circumstances like current leakage and associated
electrolytic action, ordinary brass will last the prescribed
five years. Brass is about a quarter the cost of bronze or
DZR so this is being driven by cost. However ordinary
brass will typically consist of 40% zinc and is patently not
suitable for use below the waterline. The situation is even
more difficult for yacht Owners and yards replacing fittings
as part of good preventative maintenance. The ballvalve
has become by far the most common type of valve used
and immediately the problem is multiplied compared to
traditional seacocks, because there are three components
in the assembly, the through hull fitting, valve, and the
tailpipe to take the hose. These components may have
been sourced from different suppliers and there is no
mandatory requirement to mark them. Buying these can
be a complete lottery.
This well stocked Chandlery in Burnham on Crouch sells
the components loose but the proprietor is knowledgeable
and everything is properly marked. That is not always the
case however and given that brass, DZR and bronze are

Brass is also marketed under the name Tonval and this
material is often mis-described as bronze. In fact a few
minutes on Google will turn up mail order chandleries
still describing this ordinary 60/40 brass as bronze. This
is surprising because recommendations were made to
the industry about this very subject in a Marine Accident
Investigation Branch report as long ago as 2000. This was
a report on the flooding of an angling boat called the
“Random Harvest” which was due to the failure of Tonval
brass fittings below the waterline. This report is freely
available from the MAIB website, www.maib.gov.uk
and is one of the best documents concerning materials,
galvanic and electrolytic corrosion, rates of corrosion etc
available. It also published rates of corrosion for ordinary
brass in seawater and as a result decreed that in fact
ordinary brass would not meet the five year stipulation
contained in ISO 9093-1, as I believe is being claimed in
some quarters. The report brings together so much hard
information and should be essential reading for all yacht
owners. So buying the right skin fittings and tailpipes is
obviously essential, but what of the valves themselves?

Everybody will recognise the ballvalve in this picture,
but this one is not all it may seem. Note the marking
“CW617N”, this is the European designation for ordinary
brass with a high zinc content. Valves are made in their
millions using this material because they perform so well in
fresh water plumbing and piping systems, but the material
is not classed as dezincification resistant and should not
be used in saltwater. To be fair this ballvalve has thick
walls and may well last quite a few years in saltwater use
BUT experience suggests that if any electrolytic action is

The truth is that many boat owners believe the ballvalves
and associated components in their boats to be made of
DZR or bronze, but in fact some are ordinary brass alloys
typically containing 40% zinc. There is a UK scheme to
mark genuine DZR valves with the designation CR but
this is not mandatory. More details of this, together with
comprehensive technical information on all copper alloys
can be found on the Copper Development Association’s
website, www.copperinfo.co.uk
Many suppliers websites and packaging are clear in
their description of materials but some are not. So if you
are replacing any of these vital components do make
absolutely sure you are getting what you think you are.
With such pressure on costs the temptation to use much
cheaper components with identical appearance is strong.
With underwater through hull fittings any risk should of
course be avoided wherever possible so bronze or DZR
should be the only choices for all metallic valves and
associated components. However ordinary CW617N
brass fittings are being installed in new boats and it
would seem that the justification for this is that they will
last the five years as prescribed in ISO 9093-1. However
introduce other factors such as electrolytic action and
the rate of dezincification and consequent weakening of
brass fittings may be very rapid indeed.
It is some 90 odd years since the dezincification of brass
alloys in a salt water environment was first properly
understood. So in this enlightened age of advanced
production boatbuilding what on earth are we doing
using an inferior material for such vital fittings below
the waterline? It could be said that is now incumbent on
boatbuilders to exactly describe the materials being used
in all these components within the specification of the
yacht in order that purchasers can adopt an appropriate
inspection regime and thus avoid potential disaster. The
status of the ISO standard is also described as “under
review” so now may be the best chance for it to be
improved. In the meantime all yacht owners need to be
aware that unless they have proof of the materials used
more regular sampling of these components is required
because once installed there is little or no chance of
identifying the material.
Further technical information concerning brasses of all
types can be found at
www.copperinfo.co.uk/alloys/brass/downloads/117/117section-7-brasses-for-corrosion-resistance.pdf
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